
XPR-10AS Two-Post Lift Protects 
Vehicles and Makes Lifting Easy

10,000-lb. Capacity, Asymmetric Clearfloor, Adjustable 
Width, Screw Pads

Questions? Contact a BendPak Product Specialist!
sales@bendpak.com | 1-800-253-2363

Monday - Friday, 7AM to 4:30PM PST

Every XPR-10AS features Direct-Drive technology that’s only 
available with BendPak. The asymmetrical design of this lift 
has rotated columns, which makes it easier to enter and 
exit the vehicle and reduces the chance of door dings.

A 10K capacity BendPak car lift is a smart addition to any 
shop or garage. Professionals love the power and reliability 
of the lift, and they know our reputation precedes us. 
Meanwhile, DIY’ers with high ceilings know BendPak means 
safe lifting in the comfort of home. Skip the headache of an 
uncertified, poorly welded piece of garbage and trust our 
best to lift your best.

Our XPR-10AS asymmetric two-post lift offers the 
convenience of wide or narrow installation, all in one 
configurable package. This durable, safe and reliable car 
lift features expandable top beam and Tru-Metric arms 
to suit virtually every vehicle lifting requirement. The 
simple yet highly sophisticated lift design keeps service 
and maintenance costs to a minimum, delivering lower 
operating expenses and higher productivity. These true 
asymmetric lifts feature 30° rotated columns for added 
door-opening clearance and interior car access. The 
exclusive Tru-Metric carriage and arm design combines to 
give users the ability to load vehicles either symmetrically 
(centerline of vehicle at column) or asymmetrically 
(centerline of vehicle behind column).

All asymmetric models features rotated columns for added 
clearance when opening vehicle doors. At the same time, 
swing-away arms provide a larger drive-thru clearance. 
These models feature the exclusive Tru-Metric arm design 
to provide variable arm-position configurations—either 
symmetric or asymmetric, providing greater versatility for 
greater service capability. It’s like having two car lifts in one!

 - Wide or narrow drive-thru configuration
 - Telescoping screw pads offer increased versatility
 - Added overhead safety shutoff bar
 - Tru-Metric™ arm design for versatile arm positions
 - 30° rotated single-piece columns
 - Single-point safety release
 - Drop-end arms provide a lower pad height
 - Dual hydraulic direct-drive cylinders
 - Oversized 53” tall carriage for superior strength
 - Electric / hydraulic power system
 - Automatic arm restraints
 - Heavy-duty 1/2” aircraft-quality equalizer cables
 - Oversized cable sheave reduces cable fatigue
 - 4-piece 63 mm stackable adapter set included
 - Triple-telescoping arm design
 - Versatile drop-in contact pads with stackable 

adapter pins
 - ETL Approved

SKU# Model Description

5175397 XPR-10AS Asymmetric Clearfloor

5175398 XPR-10AS-LP + Low-Profile Arms

5175401 XPR-10AS-168 + 168” Overall Height

5175402 XPR-10AS-168-LP + 168” OAH / Low-Profile
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Model XPR-10AS
Style Asymmetric

Lifting Capacity 10,000 lbs. (4,536 kg)

A - Rise 69" (1,753 mm)

B - Rise + Pad Only 73" (1,854 mm)

C - Max. Lifting Height 79" (2,007 mm)

D - Min. Height + Pad 4" (102 mm)

E - Height Overall (*) 145" (3,683 mm)

F - Width Overall 137" (3,480 mm) or 145" (3,683 mm)

G - Outside Columns 133.25" (3,386 mm) or 141.25" (3,590 mm)

H - Inside Columns 106.25" (2,700 mm) or 114.25" (2,903 mm)

I - Drive-Thru Clearance 93.75" (2,382  mm) or 101.75" (2,585 mm)

J - Floor to Top Switch (*) 141" (3,581 mm)

K - Front Arm Reach (MIN) 23.5" (595 mm)

K - Front Arm Reach (MAX) 43.75" (1,110 mm)

L - Rear Arm Reach (MIN) 40.25" (1,024 mm)

L - Rear Arm Reach (MAX) 58" (1,474 mm)

Screw Pad Adjustment 2" (51 mm)

Max. Load per Arm 2,500 lbs. (1,134 kg)

Time to Full Rise 45 seconds

Noise 45 dB

Motor (**) 220 VAC / 60 Hz / 1 Ph

* Optional bolt-on top extension for columns raises the overall height and 
overhead safety bar an additional 24". Must be ordered from BendPak at 
time of order.

** Special voltages available upon request.

Not all BendPak lift models meet the standards as prescribed by ANSI/ALI 
ALCTV-2017 or ANSI/UL 201. Consult www.autolift.org for a complete list 
or contact BendPak via contact@bendpak.com.

SPECIFICATIONS

17”
(432 mm)

19”
(483 mm)

XPR-10 Baseplate
XPR-10 Pre-Existing Floor Requirements
Minimum Thickness 4.25" (108 mm)

Min. Comp Strength 3000 PSI / 28 Day Aging

Reinforcement #6 Rebar

Rebar Spacing 12" (305 mm)
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